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Efcient Cash Flow / Working Capital Management
Sound intraday liquidity management is now an imperative for running any healthy nancial
institution. The nancial crisis triggered intensifying regulatory pressure on banks to manage
intraday liquidity proactively and on a real-time basis, as well as to hold sufcient liquid assets to
support their intraday requirements.
In the present scenario, where there is heavy stress on the balance sheets of companies due to
economic slump and the covid pandemic, corporates would like to manage their cash ows
efciently to run their day to day operations .However, there are challenges in cash ow
management, since they need to interact with multiple Banks and distributors in the supply chain
lifecycle.
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The growing importance of Liquidity Management
Digital Technology is rapidly expanding its inuence on the corporate
landscape and the way enterprises function globally. Enterprises are
developing newer business strategies that involve the need for
efcient utilization of their global liquidity.
Regulatory changes, such as Basel III, have signicantly impacted
some long standing liquidity management techniques and
substantially affected the way banks handle liquidity. With an
environment of low or negative interest rates in several
geographies, managing liquidity across markets, currencies
and business units has become complex and increasingly
challenging. These new challenges have triggered a radical
reshaping of the corporate landscape and the way corporates
interact with banks.
While liquidity management has always been a core function of
corporates, it has gained more attention in the last few years in the
banking ecosystem. The analysis of the recent nancial crises has
revealed that despite adequate levels of capital, companies faced
nancial struggles due to improper liquidity management. The end of the
crisis came with higher regulation, leading to higher cost of liquidity and
higher volatility.
Interestingly, The biggest demand for such a solution is emerging from
the organizations who are PSU'S that support government initiatives
across different Business lines like Health schemes, Power, Financial Inclusion and other government funded national schemes at rural and
urban level. Keeping these requirements in mind, IDBI Intech has created a new solution that will cater to all the requirements of the corporate
customers related to liquidity and offer them unique features that will provide them opportunities to leverage on their cash ows.

KEY FEATURES:

BUSINESS BENEFITS:

Set up and execution of automated sweeping and pooling

Retain surplus cash of customers who operate in multiple regions

Third-party bank sweeping

Utilize the float to earn interest rates on overnight money market
instruments

Supports local and foreign currency instructions
Simplies the denition of passive pool structures
Manages inter-company loans, calculates interest and
allocates benets
Interactive real time dashboards for different functionalities

Profit sharing with corporate customers i.e. case to case basis
Funding of intercompany loans and interest rate thereon.
Efficiently Manage and leverage on cash position across multiple
client under one corporate umbrella
Global corporates can leverage on currency positions cross border
Specialized focus for MIS and Forecasting

Efcient Cash Flow Management
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The Intech Advantage:
ä Wholly owned subsidiary of IDBI Bank
Ltd. with major focus on Banking and
Financial Sector
ä Satisfied customers from leading Banks
and Financial Institutions
ä 1,200+ Strong Techno-functional experts
ä Domain and Technology experts with
over 15 plus years of experience
ä Development & Knowledge Center in
Navi Mumbai & Pune
ä Offices in Mumbai, Pune, Delhi, Chennai
& Hyderabad
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